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Letter or Email Response:
Dear Sirs My family and I reside in ….Redacted….north Weald which appears to be ….Redacted…. two new sites for
potential houses along with a gypsy site. Unfortunately I have to say we are against the proposed new houses for the
simple fact that we do not have the correct infrastructure in place and we do not appear to have sufficient planning
for enhanced infrastructure put forward. My husband constantly sits in traffic going to and from work on a daily basis
and increasing the amount of homes is only going to increase the amount of traffic. North Weald is such a pretty
village, surrounded by lots of agricultural land. I am not sure why people would want to spoil this rather than
regenerate brown belt land that is currently not being used? I also do not think Harlow can cope with an increase in
homes where they are planned - the M11 roundabout is gridlocked most days around rush hour and I encourage the
planning committee to try and drive around that area during rush hour to witness first hand all the bottlenecks. We
have a lot of country lanes around here that are not fit for two cars passing by one another - if you increase the traffic
around here will these roads remain the same? If the amount of homes increase will you be reopening the train line at
north Weald to try to alleviate the road pressure? Whatever the outcome I hope it is given thorough thought for the
people who are already residing here Many thanks ….Redacted….
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